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Remember that there were many people life in trouble that needed to help. Most of them
were Islam religion, so it was necessity for other Muslims to give help. Care about other people
can be realized in many various ways that one of them is altruistic behavior (helping behavior).
One of the factors that influence altruistic behavior is emotional intelligence. Emotional behavior
is not only control you, but also it is more reflect the ability of managing ideas, concepts, work or
product. Thus, it could be interest for many people. The purpose of this study was to know the
level of emotional intelligence and altruistic behavior of students at MTs Ahmad Yani of Jabung
Malang, as well as determine the effect of emotional intelligence on altruistic behavior.

This study was a correlation quantitative of cause and effect that used to know the
variable effect to another variable. The subject of this study was students of MTs Ahmad Yani
Jabung Malang that were 231students, and the samples were taken from 60 students using random
sampling technique. The data analyses were used to know the effects of emotional intelligence on
altruistic behavior. So, this study was used simple linier regression analysis with equation Y= a

+bX .
This study have found that the majority of the students at MTs Ahmad Yani Jabung of

Malang were in middle category of emotional behavior with percentage (63,3 %) from the whole
38 students sample, where as the high category was 14 students (23,3 %) from the sample and the
low category was 8 students (13,3%). Moreover, the altruistic behavior found that the majority of
the students at MTs Ahmad Yani Jabung, Malang were in middle percentage (55%) from the
whole 33 students. Then, the high category was (23,3%) from 14 students, and the low category
was (21,7%) that that was 13 students from sample. So the results of the regression analysis found
the value of a (constant) was showed 42.680, while B (regression coefficient) was 0.598, and the
regression equation Y=42.680+0.598X.

The results of this study showed a significant effect of emotional intelligence with Fhitung

value of 32.208 and p=0.000 at significant level of 5%. Then, the effective contribution to the
emotional variable with altruistic behavior, and the value of R Square was 0.357. Meanwhile
Adjusted R Square value was 0.346. Emotional intelligence was only contributed 34.6% and
65.4% of other factors. The regression equation Y=42.680+0.598X showed that the score of
emotional intelligence was 0. Then, the score of altruistic behavior was 42,680. So, it can be
predicted that if there is a change in emotional intelligence scores show 1. Thus, it can influence
the change of altruistic behavior in average 0,598 as the result of the coefficient regression B that
is obtained the positive.


